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Abstract. Let V andW ben-dimensional vector spaces over GF(2). A function Q : V → W is calledcrooked
(a notion introduced by Bending and Fon-Der-Flaass) if it satisfies the following three properties:

Q(0) = 0;
Q(x) + Q(y)+ Q(z)+ Q(x + y+ z) 6= 0 for any three distinctx, y, z;
Q(x) + Q(y)+ Q(z)+ Q(x + a)+ Q(y+ a)+ Q(z+ a) 6= 0 if a 6= 0 (x, y, zarbitrary).

We show that crooked functions can be used to construct distance regular graphs with parameters of a Kasami
distance regular graph, symmetric 5-class association schemes similar to those recently constructed by de Caen and
van Dam from Kasami graphs, and uniformly packed codes with the same parameters as the double error-correcting
BCH codes and Preparata codes.
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1. Crooked functions

Crooked functions were introduced in [1] as a means to generalise the construction of new
distance regular graphs found by de Caen, Mathon, and Moorhouse [4]. In this note we show
that crooked functions can similarly be used to generalise the constructions of the distance
regular coset graphs of the Kasami codes (Kasami graphs) [2, Theorem 11.2.1, (13),q = 2],
of symmetric 5-class association schemes related to Kasami graphs which were recently
found by de Caen and van Dam [3], and of the double error-correcting, uniformly packed
BCH (Kasami) codes and Preparata codes.

First we recall from [1] the definition and some basic properties of crooked functions,
and some useful notations.
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LetV andW ben-dimensional vector spaces over GF(2), andQ : V → W any mapping.
We shall use the notation

Q(a1,a2, . . . ,am) = Q(a1)+ Q(a2)+ · · · + Q(am).

Also, for 0 6= a ∈ V , we denote byHa(Q), or simplyHa, the set

Ha = Ha(Q) = {Q(x)+ Q(x + a) | x ∈V}.

We shall denote the size of a finite setX by |X|.

Definition 1 [1] A mappingQ : V→W is calledcrookedif it satisfies the following three
properties:

(1.1) Q(0) = 0;
(1.2) Q(x, y, z, x + y+ z) 6= 0 for any three distinctx, y, z;
(1.3) Q(x, y, z, x + a, y+ a, z+ a) 6= 0 if a 6= 0.

An equivalent but in some situations more useful description of crooked functions is
given in the following proposition which was proved in [1].

Proposition 2 If Q is a crooked mapping then
(2.0) n = dimV must be odd.
(2.1) Q is a bijection.
(2.2) Every set Ha(Q) is the complement of a hyperplane.
(2.3) The sets Ha are all distinct; in particular, every complement of a hyperplane

appears among them exactly once.
Moreover,every mapping Q satisfying property(2.2),and such that Q(0)= 0, is crooked.

Examples of crooked functions can be constructed as follows. LetV =W=GF(2n)

with n odd. Letk be a natural number coprime ton. Then the functionQ(x) = x1+2k
is

crooked. If, in the constructions to follow, we use these examples, we obtain precisely the
Kasami graphs, the schemes constructed in [3], and the double error-correcting BCH codes
and Preparata codes.

At present, no other examples of crooked functions are known. But the simplicity of
Definition 1 suggests that many more examples should exist. Thus, an alternative title for
this note might have been: “Wanted: Crooked functions. Reward increased”.

2. Kasami graphs

Let Q : V→W be a crooked function; dimV = dimW= n. Let N= 2n= |V |. We define a
graphK = K (Q) as follows. The vertex set ofK isÄ=V×W={(v,w) | v ∈ V, w ∈W}.
Vertices(v,w) and(v′, w′) are adjacent if and only ifv 6= v′ andw + w′ = Q(v + v′).
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Theorem 3 The graph K(Q) is distance regular with intersection array{
N − 1, N − 2,

1

2
N + 1; 1, 2, 1

2
N − 1

}
.

Proof: The mappingstx,y : (v,w)→ (v+ x, w+ y) for x ∈ V, y ∈ W form a subgroup
of the automorphism group ofK which acts transitively on the vertices. So, it is enough
to check the parameters just for one vertex, say, forv0 = (0, 0). Let, for i = 0, 1, 2, Ki

denote the set of vertices at distancei fromv0 (K0 = {v0}); and letK3 = Ä\(K0∪K1∪K2)

(subsequently we shall see that the diameter ofK is indeed 3). Also, let us denote byWv

the set{(v,w) |w ∈W}.
It follows from the definition ofK that theWx are independent sets, and that every

two distinct setsWx, Wy are joined by a matching. Also,K1={(x, Q(x)) | x ∈V\{0}};
|K1| = N − 1, as required.

Consider 2-paths fromv0 to Wa, a 6= 0. They all have the form

(0, 0)− (x, Q(x))− (a, Q(x)+ Q(x + a))

for x 6= 0,a. Thus, by Proposition (2.2), for everyh ∈ Ha(Q)\{Q(a)} there are precisely
two 2-paths fromv0 to (a, h); and this accounts for all 2-paths fromv0 to Wa. In particular,
we see thatK has no triangles, and that every vertex fromK2 is adjacent to precisely two
vertices fromK1.

Fora 6= 0 we have

K1 ∩Wa = {(a, Q(a))};
K2 ∩Wa = {(a, h) | h ∈ Ha\{Q(a)}};
K3 ∩Wa = {(a, h) | h /∈ Ha}.

Fora = 0, we haveW0\{v0} ⊂ K3.
Let us count the number of neighbours inK3 of an arbitrary vertex(a, w) ∈ Wa, w 6=

Q(a). One such neighbour can be found inW0.
For everyb 6= 0,a, the setK3∩Wb is joined by a matching to a subset{(a, x) | x ∈ Xb}

of Wa whereXb⊂W is eitherHb or W\Hb: whichever of these two does not containQ(a).
Let alsoXa = W\Ha; againQ(a) /∈ Xa.

By Proposition (2.2), (2.3), the setsXx are all possible affine hyperplanes inW not
containingQ(a). Therefore, every pointw 6= Q(a) is contained in exactlyN/2 of them.
It follows that every vertex(a, w) ∈ K2 ∩Wa is adjacent toN/2+ 1 vertices inK3, and
every vertex(a, w) ∈ K3 ∩Wa is adjacent to(N/2− 1)+ 1= N/2 vertices inK3 (recall
that(a, w) ∈ K3 if and only ifw ∈ Xa).

Neighbours of vertices fromW0 are considered similarly. Every setK3 ∩Wa for a 6= 0
is adjacent to the complement of a hyperplane inW0; and each such complement occurs
exactly once. Therefore each vertex inW0\{v0} is adjacent toN/2 vertices inK3, as
required.

Thus we have checked enough entries of the intersection array to conclude that it is indeed
as stated in the theorem; in particular, thatK is of diameter three (that is, every vertex from
K3 is adjacent to some vertex fromK2). 2
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3. Association schemes

For an arbitrary functionR : V→W define a permutationsR of Ä of order 2;sR((v,w)) =
(v,w + R(v)). The graphsR(K ) is isomorphic toK ; vertices(v,w) and(v′, w′) in it are
adjacent ifw + w′ = Q(v + v′)+ R(v)+ R(v′).

Lemma 4 Let R: V→W be a mapping such that

(∀a ∈ V) Ha(R) ⊆ Ha(Q).

Then the graphs K and L= sR(K ) satisfy the following properties:
(4.1) They are edge-disjoint.
(4.2) The graph K∪ L has no triangles.
(4.3) There are no4-tuples of vertices(x1, x2, x3, x4) such that(x1, x2) and(x2, x3) are

edges of K, (x1, x4) and(x4, x3) are edges of L, and x1 6= x3.

Proof: The hypothesis implies thatR is a bijection. Indeed, none of the setsHa(Q)
contains 0; thereforeR(x) + R(y) 6= 0 whenx 6= y. This proves (4.1): the equalities
w+w′ = Q(v+ v′) andw+w′ = Q(v+ v′)+ R(v)+ R(v′) cannot hold simultaneously.

Suppose that verticesx = (a, w1), y = (b, w2), z = (c, w3) form a triangle. Neither
K nor L contain triangles; so let the edgesxy, yz be in K , andxz in L (the other case is
similar). We have

Q(a+ b)+ Q(b+ c)+ Q(a+ c) = R(a)+ R(c).

This is impossible, sinceQ(a+b)+Q(b+c) ∈ Ha+c(Q), Q(a+c) = Q(0)+Q(a+c) ∈
Ha+c(Q), andR(a)+ R(c) ∈ Ha+c(R) ⊆ Ha+c(Q); but Ha+c(Q) is sum-free.

A similar easy calculation proves (4.3). 2

We shall call a mappingR satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 4 for a crooked function
Q anaccompliceof Q. Trivially, every crooked function is an accomplice of itself.

Let R be an accomplice of a crooked functionQ, andL = sR(K ).
Following [3], we shall now define 5 symmetric relationsA1, . . . , A5 onÄ which will

be shown to form, together with the identity relationA0, an association scheme.
Let A1 and A3 be, respectively, the relations of being at distance 1 and at distance 2 in

K ; andA2 andA4, similarly, the relations of being at distance 1 and at distance 2 inL. The
relationA5 holds for vertices(v,w) and(v′, w′) if and only if v = v′ andw 6= w′; that is,
when they lie in the same classWv.

Theorem 5 The relations A0, . . . , A5 defined above form a 5-class association scheme.

Proof: As usual, we shall identify relations with subsets ofÄ × Ä, and with their char-
acteristic vectors viewed as(N2× N2)-matrices.

First let us show thatA0 + A1 + · · · + A5 = J, the trivial relation (that is, the all-one
matrix). To do this, it is sufficient to check that no pair of vertices can be in more than one
of these relations—then comparing sizes does the job.
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Obviously,A0 ∩ Ai = ∅ for i 6= 0. It is just as easy to see thatA5 ∩ Ai = ∅ for i 6= 5.
Also, we already know from the previous section thatA1 ∩ A3 = A2 ∩ A4 = ∅. The
remaining cases follow from Lemma 4:A1 ∩ A2 = ∅ from (4.1),A1 ∩ A4 = A2 ∩ A3 = ∅
from (4.2), andA3 ∩ A4 = ∅ from (4.3).

Now, following the lines of [3, Theorem 2], we prove thatA1A2 = A2A1 = A3 + A4+
A5. Consider all walks of length 2, starting at some vertexx and going first along an edge
of K , and then along an edge ofL. There are(N − 1)2 of them. By (4.1), none of them
returns tox; by (4.2), none of them ends in a vertex adjacent tox; and by (4.3), they all end
in distinct vertices. Since|Ä| = N2 = 1+ 2(N − 1)+ (N − 1)2, the claim is proved.

The relationA5 has a very simple structure, so it is not difficult to check that, for every
i , Ai A5 is a linear combination ofAi ’s.

From Theorem 3 we already know that(A0, A1, A3, A2+A4+A5)and(A0, A2, A4, A1+
A3 + A5) are association schemes of distance regular graphs. Together with the equation
A1A2 = A2A1 = A3 + A4 + A5 this suffices to check that every productAi Aj is a linear
combination ofAi ’s with integer nonnegative coefficients (without any further resorting to
the actual definition of the relationsAi ). We leave this exercise to the reader. 2

It is tempting to look for linear accomplices of crooked functions. Firstly, because the sets
Ha(R) are particularly small for a linear function:Ha(R) = {R(a)}. The second reason
is that, as was mentioned in [1] just before Proposition 11, finding such a linear function
would immediately give us a new example of a closed bent Kerdock set of functions, and a
new Kerdock code.

Unfortunately, for known crooked functions in dimensions up to 9 there are no such linear
accomplicesR, as was shown by an exhaustive computer search.

4. Uniformly packed codes

Let Q : V→W be a crooked function; dimV = dimW= n> 1. Let N= 2n= |V |. We
define the codeC = C(Q) as the set of characteristic vectors of all subsetsSof V\{0} such
that

∑
r∈Sr = 0 and

∑
r∈S Q(r )= 0. Clearly,C is a binary linear code of lengthN− 1.

In fact, C is a generalization of the double error-correcting BCH codes. These codes are
uniformly packed, i.e., the number of codewords at distance 3(=e+ 1) from a wordX
which is at distance 2 from the code is constant, and the number of codewords at distance
3 from a wordX which is at distance greater than 2 from the code is also constant.

Theorem 6 For n 6= 3, the code C(Q) is a double error-correcting uniformly packed
code. For n= 3,C(Q) is the perfect repetition code.

Proof: First, suppose that there is a codeword of weight at most 4. Then there are
r1, r2, r3, r4 ∈ V such thatr1+ r2+ r3+ r4 = 0 andQ(r1)+ Q(r2)+ Q(r3)+ Q(r4) = 0.
This contradicts the fact thatQ is a crooked function unless allri are zero, soC(Q) has
minimum distance at least 5. Since the zero word and the all-ones word are codewords this
implies that forn = 3, C(Q) is the repetition code of length 7, and this code is perfect.
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Next, consider a wordX which is at distance 2 from the codeC(Q). We want to show
that for any suchX the number of codewordsSat distance 3 fromX is the same. Now let
T be a codeword at distance 2 fromX, sayX andT differ in coordinates indexed bye1 and
e2. Then

∑
r∈X r = e1+ e2 and

∑
r∈X Q(r ) = Q(e1)+ Q(e2).

Suppose thatS andX differ in coordinates indexed byx1, x2, x3, then it becomes clear
that we want to count the number of triples{x1, x2, x3} of nonzero elements ofV , such
thatx1 + x2 + x3 = e1 + e2 andQ(x1)+ Q(x2)+ Q(x3) = Q(e1)+ Q(e2). Substituting
x3 = x1 + x2 + e1 + e2 in the second equation, and substitutingy = x1 + e1 + e2, z =
e1 + e2, w = Q(e1) + Q(e2), we obtain thatQ(y+ z) + w = Q(x2) + Q(x2 + y). This
equation has precisely two solutions forx2 if Q(y + z) + w ∈ Hy(Q), and otherwise it
has none. Note thatz andw are given. SinceQ(y + z) + Q(z)∈ Hy(Q), we have that
Q(y+ z)+w ∈ Hy(Q) if both Q(z) andw are inHy(Q) or if both are not inHy(Q) (here
we use thatHy(Q) is the complement of a hyperplane).

Sincew and Q(z) are distinct and nonzero (by the properties ofQ), the number of
hyperplanes containingw and Q(z) equals1

4 N− 1, and the number of hyperplanes not
containingw and Q(z) equals1

4 N (this follows easily by counting). Hence by Proposi-
tion 2 it follows that the number ofy such thatQ(y + z) + w ∈ Hy(Q) equals1

2 N− 1,
and consequently the number of triples{x1, x2, x3} with the required properties equals
1
3(

1
2 N−1)−1= N−8

6 (each triple occurs 3! times as a solution, and the solution{0, e1, e2}
is not allowed).

Note that the integrality of the above number of triples forcesn to be odd. Also, we may
now assume thatn > 3, so that the number of triples is greater than zero, which shows that
C(Q) has minimum distance exactly 5.

Similarly, one can show that the number of codewords at distance 3 from a word which
is at distance at least 3 from the code equalsN−2

6 , which completes the proof. 2

Note that the proof thatC(Q) is a uniformly packed code goes along the same lines
as the proof in [7, p. 45] that the double error-correcting BCH codes (Kasami codes) are
uniformly packed. Note also that it now follows from counting that the dimension ofC(Q)
equalsN − 1− 2n (cf. [7, Thm. 1.3]).

An important consequence of the theorem is thatC(Q) is a double error-correcting lin-
ear code with dual degree 3 (cf. [7, Thm. 3.11]) (or is perfect in casen = 3), and hence
it follows by the work of Delsarte (cf. [2, Chapter 11]) that the coset graph ofC(Q) is
distance regular. Following Proposition 1 in [3] this coset graph can be reformulated as
follows. Its vertex set isV ×W, and two distinct vertices(v,w) and(v′, w′) are adjacent
if w+w′ = Q(v + v′). Hence the coset graph is precisely the Kasami graph of Section 2.

Closely related to the double error-correcting BCH codes are the Preparata codes. These
are binary, non-linear, double error-correcting, nearly perfect codes, that is, each word at
distance at least 2 from the code has distance 2 or 3 to exactlyL

3 codewords, whereL is
the length of the code (clearly such a code is also uniformly packed). Also here we give
a generalization: by adapting the Baker-van Lint-Wilson description (cf. [6, Def. 7.4.4])
of the original Preparata code (note that other Preparata-like codes have been constructed
over the ring of integers modulo four (cf. [6, Chap. 7])).
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Let P(Q) be the code consisting of characteristic vectors of pairs(S, T) with S ⊆
V\{0}, T ⊆ V , such that|T | is even,

∑
s∈S s = ∑t∈T t , and

∑
s∈S Q(s) = ∑t∈T Q(t) +

Q(
∑

t∈T t).

Theorem 7 The code P(Q) is a double error-correcting, nearly perfect code of size
22N−2−2n, and length L= 2N − 1.

Proof: First, note that for every choice ofT , |T | even, there are|C(Q)| = 2N−1−2n setsS
such that(S, T) is a codeword (this follows by counting, and the observation that if(S, T)
is a codeword, then so is(S÷ R, T) for every R∈C(Q), whereS÷ R stands for the
symmetric difference ofSandR). ThusP(Q) has 22N−2−2n codewords.

Next, suppose thatP(Q) has mimimum distance at most 4, say the two codewords
(S1, T1) and (S2, T2) have distance at most 4. Then it follows thatS1 and S2 differ in 1
or 2 elements, andT1 and T2 differ in 2 elements (sinceC(Q) has minimum distance
5, andT1 and T2 differ in an even number of elements). Without loss of generality we
assume thatS1 and S2 differ in s1, s2 (where we allows1 to be zero to cover the case
where S1 and S2 differ in only one element), and thatT1 and T2 differ in t1, t2. Now
it follows that s1 + s2 = t1 + t2, and Q(s1) + Q(s2) = Q(t1)+ Q(t2) + Q(

∑
t∈T1

t) +
Q(
∑

t∈T1
t + t1+ t2). But Q(s1)+ Q(s2), Q(t1)+ Q(t2), andQ(

∑
t∈T1

t)+ Q(
∑

t∈T1
t +

t1 + t2) ∈ Ht1+t2(Q), which is sum-free. Hence we have a contradiction, andP(Q) has
minimum distance 5. It now follows from the obtained parameters thatP(Q) is nearly perfect
(cf. [6, p. 122]). 2

Added in proof. After writing this paper, we discovered the paper [5]. In this paper so-
called almost bent functions are related to uniformly packed codes. In a sense, the approach
in [5] is dual to ours. It follows from the results in [5] and this paper that a crooked function
is almost bent. D. de Caen [private communication] showed us an easy, direct argument
that this is indeed the case.
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